
 

Donations 

We are always needing plain flour, food 

colouring, and salt for playdough making. The 

children enjoy model making so junk modelling 

materials are much appreciated. If you ever want 

to gift something to the class we find packs of 

colouring felt tip pens, craft items, and story 

books are welcome additions to our resources.  

Thank you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication, Language and Literacy 

 The children will be learning about and practising 

story telling language, repetitive phrases and the 

sequence of events in stories. They will have lots of 

opportunities to talk during play and everyday 

experiences. 

 The reception groups will begin to have daily phonics 

lessons which focus on listening skills, making 

rhyming strings and learning individual sounds and 

linking them to words. When the children are ready 

we will begin our phonics programme called Read 

Write Inc. 

 Big Talk will start towards the end of the term. This 

is a talk based homework task where children and 

families talk about a theme and then discuss their 

ideas at school. It eventually leads into writing tasks. 
 The children will also have lots of opportunities for 

role-play and to develop their pencil control and 

reading skills. 
 Once the assessments for reading are complete the 

children will gradually begin to bring scheme books 

home. We will tell you when this happens for your 

child.  
 

Mathematics 
 

Exploratory play and adult led Big Maths 

activities may incorporate the following: 

 The children will be focusing on many aspects 

of number such as sorting, counting groups of 

objects, recognising numbers and ordering 

them. 
 Simple addition and subtraction ideas using 

objects and mental counting on 1 more & 1 

less.  

 Learning terms to describe size like big, 

small, enormous, tiny, smaller and larger and 

order items by size. 

 To explore measures of weight and capacity 

using containers, objects and scales. 
 To explore shape and pattern and go on a 

detective walk around the setting. We will 

explore the features of different shapes and 

develop descriptive vocabulary. 
 

Baseline Assessments 

We have always observed the children during play and 

created activities which give us an awareness of their 

abilities academically, socially, creatively and physically in 

order to aid our planning for future learning. Over the 

years we have trialled more formal approaches to the 

baseline assessments and 2 years ago we were part of 

the pilot which will be rolled out this year.  Many of our 

assessments are on-going through-out the year but the 

first one gives us the baseline for moving forward in our 

planning for teaching the next steps. The statutory 

baseline is a quick overview of the cohort, the more 

individual ones will help us to get to know the skills and 

knowledge of each child in more depth.  

 

Our topic is called All About Me and as it suggests we 

will be thinking about and sharing knowledge of 

ourselves and learning about each other’s similarities 

and differences. We are focusing on aspects such as 

family, homes, languages, favourite things, growing and 

achievements. We would like the children to bring in a 

baby photo of themselves in the next few weeks and 

perhaps a family picture if you have one handy. The 

pictures will be used for discussion work and may be 

displayed. 
 
In art we will explore collage, print techniques, paint 

and junk modelling and in music we will exploring 

different ways to make sounds with instruments.  
 

All About Me 

Curriculum Overview Term 1 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
 

As a school we follow the Jigsaw scheme for formally 

teaching PSHE. Children’s personal, social and 

emotional development is paramount to all learning and 

underpins all of the interactions and planning for the 

children. Their well-being underpins everything so 

please speak to us if you think your child is not settling 

or is having a difficulty. Sometimes something like a 

parent being away, sleepless nights or a cold can be 

more unsettling for a child than we realise so if you 

feel we should know something then do let us know.  

Also, be prepared for tired and grumpy children as 

they adjust to the expectations and routines of 

school, learn a new language or make new friends. 

Often children put such a lot of energy into joining 

into the class and living up to the group expectations 

that their behaviour deteriorates at home. If it 

happens then it should only be for a short time I hope! 

Keep us informed and if we can support you to 

reiterate our joint values then we will. 

Happy and healthy children are ready to learn! 

 


